search, for the invaluable record of that time, in prints. A window through
which I looked upon my own wort. A byroad by which I saw it. Yet I must
not linger more with the great heart of Japanese life, antique Yedo, but
pass on to the telling of the building of the New Imperial Hotel of Tokio.
Yedoof 1915.
BUILDING AGAINST DOOMSDAY (WHY THE GREAT
EARTHQUAKE DID NOT DESTROY
THE IMPERIAL HOTEL)
From infancy, a sort of subjective contemplation, the minds and hearts
of the Japanese are fixed upon the great calm mountain God of their
nation—the sacred Fujiyama brooding in majesty and eternal calm over
all. They deeply worship as the mountain continually changes moods,
combining with sun and moon, clouds and mist in a vast expression of
elemental beauty the like of which in dignity and repose exists nowhere
else on earth.
It is not too much to say that the sacred mountain is the God of old
Japan$ Japan the Modern Ancient.
And yet the dreaded force that made the great mountain, continually
takes its toll of life from this devoted people, as the enormous weight of the
deep sea beside the tenuous island, the deepest sea in the world, strains the
earth-crust, opening fissures in the bottom of the great valley in which it
rests and the sea rushes down to internal fires to become gas and steam ex-
panding or exploding internally, causing earth convulsions that betray the
life on the green surface. Great wave movements go shuddering through
the body of their land, spasmodically changing all overnight in immense
areas. Whole villages disappear. New islands appear as others are lost and
all on them. Shores are reversed as mountains are laid low and valleys
lifted up. And always flames 1 The terror of it all invariably faces conflag-
ration at the end.
Trained by these disasters of the centuries to build lightly on the ground
—the wood and paper houses natural to them may be kindled by any
spark. When fire starts it seldom stops short of several hundred homes and
usually thousands, or complete destruction. So, when the earthquake is
violent, fire finishes the terrible work.
The dead not swallowed up, are buried, and once more Shikata-gai-nai
(it cannot be helped) goes patiently on as before. Naturally the earth-
waves seem fate and unconquerable. A force useless to combat in strength
alone, for it is mightier than any force at man's command. Shikata-gai-
nai! This stoicism I have seen and lived with four years or more while
preparing to meet this awful force by building on ground which the
seismograph shows is never for a moment still—prepare to meet it by
other means than rigid force.
The foreigner with the advent of Commodore Perry came to share
Japanese joys and sorrows, and soon a building was needed to shelter the
foreign element of Tokio, the capital of Japan. A social clearing house be-
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